Highfield Fest Update
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In terms of the activities on the field, we have:
➢ Face-painting by Julie Charlton
➢ NBK Leisure bouncy castle, demolition zone, giant slide, tot’s zone, 9-hole crazy golf, total
wipe-out and the brand-new cliff jump!
➢ Music & PA by Mr Disco Man
➢ Island Extreme Scooter comp
➢ Football Challenges by Prudhoe Youth FC
➢ Catering Van
➢ Ice-cream Van
➢ St. John Ambulance
➢ Nail Art & Festival Make-Up by Prudhoe Youth Project
➢ Tug-of-War by Northumberland TA (possibly assault course also)
➢ Wet Sponge Throwing by Red Brick House
➢ Treasure Hunt by Prudhoe Pathforce
➢ Have-a-go games by Prudhoe Plodders
➢ Prudhoe Detachment Army Cadets Recruitment Tent and Climbing Wall?
➢ Northumberland Army Reserve Recruiting Trailer MAN SV 15 Tonne
➢ Dance with Northern Stars Dance Academy?
➢ Teddy Bear’s picnic with trophy for the ‘best dressed Ted’
➢ Doughnut Easting Competition by Prudhoe Co-op
➢ Fire Engine and Crew
Costs associated with the event so far are:
Hire of WC including accessible WC/baby change
Island Extreme Competition and Team costs
NBK Leisure
St. John Ambulance
Painted Faces
PA & Entertainment
Flyers Printed
Total

£ 265.00
£1,000.00
£1,850.00
£ 238.00
£ 250.00
£ 150.00
£ 145.00
£3,898.00

We were approached by a local company offering pony/unicorn rides but there isn’t the budget for
this. Likewise, last year we had a tea-cup ride costing £320 but increased cost for WC hire (+£115)
and First Aid (+£142) reduces the funds available. The cost of flyers has been reduced by £20 so
there are some savings.
We have some new ‘no cost to the Council’ attractions as a result of great support from the
community groups mentioned above, some who have been involved previously have not responded
to requests for support but may come along at the last minute.
During and following this years’ event, it would be worthwhile looking at whether the Council is
achieving value for money and/or whether the budget should be increased for this event.
Councillor Support
On the day, the most advantageous way that members can help is in seeking feedback from
members of the public on the event; what they would like to see, any improvements.
If this is something that members would be happy to do, the Clerk will produce a feedback survey, to
enable the Council to evaluate the event.
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